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We have previously [l] defined regular «-linear mappings and

shown that they may be expressed in at most one way as direct

products of indecomposable mappings. We wish to extend this result

to the case in which n is w or, more generally, any transfinite ordinal

a of class 2.

If H' (i<a) and K, which we sometimes denote by Ha, are groups,

/ is a regular a-linear mapping on Hl (i<a) to K, denoted by

feM(H\ i<a;K),

if to every "vector" x = (x\ i<a), x^H', there is defined /(x) £K,

and the following conditions are satisfied.

For any i, if x, y, and z are such that

x' = y> = z' (ally 5^ i),

x'-y1 = z\

then

(l) f(*)f(jr) = /(*).

(2) If ï'Giî' is such that/(y) =e (the identity), for all y such that

yi = xi, then xi = e.

(3) The /(x) generate K.

When a is transfinite, we use limiting processes.

For any i^a, for certain sequences (xj,), x^CzH*, n = i, 2, 3, • • • ,

there is defined

lim (xi) EH'.
n

If, for any N, x*n = a, for all n>N, then

(4) lim (x\) = a.
■

We require / to have the further property that, if, for all i<a,

lim„ (xtn)=xi, denoted by lim (xn)=x, then

(5) lim (/(*,)) = /(x).
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We know that, if a Sï 2, then H* is Abelian for all i <a.

We say that/ is decomposable if, for all ¿ga,

(6) H' = II B\ (direct product),
(Er

(7) x* = II xt,        x\ G S), uniquely,
¡Gr

and, if »Vj, t£T, sET, t^s, x{GHÎ, x'EH¡, then

(8) /(x) = e,

while, if, for all i<a, x^iî/, then

(9) /(x) G Kt.

We denote x\ in (7) by x^j, so that dt is a projection operator, and

we have

(10) xd, = (x'dt, i < a).

Lemma 1. Ifx°EH?, thenf(x) =f(x6t).

For » = 1, 2, 3, •• -, we define xn by x^ = x\ for n^i, and x^x'öi,

for «>*'.

By induction, using (1), (7), and (8), we have, for all n,

(11) /(x„)=/(x).

By (4) and (5),

f(x6t) = /(lim (*„)) = lim (/(x„)) - f(x).
n n

This proves Lemma 1 when a=u; if a>u, the proof is completed

by transfinite induction.

Lemma 2. /(x) = J[tGT f(xOt).

This follows at once from (1), (7), and Lemma 1.

If /( is the mapping / with the restricted range x^H}, then /(

£.M(Hf, i<a; Kt) and we express this by

/=H7<.
(Gr

We now state our main result, proved previously [l] for finite a.

Theorem 1.///= liter ft, f,eM(Hit,i<a; Kt) andf= J[,Eu fú,
ñ£M(H?, i<a; K'u), then /= ILg^g^ /<"- flleM{Hiir\H'J, i<a;
Ktr\K'u).
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Corresponding to (7), we have

(12) x = H x'rjv,       Hu = H »?„.
uGC7

Thenx*= II(grXiö<= ILg^uE^ x*0tVu> where x^^G-itf,, = -£#'?«,
for all i<a.

Lemma 3. Z/x^-H?«, x'G-fíít,, then f(x) =e, unless both t = s and u = v.

Uf(x)^e, by (8), u = v, since i#uC£tf.

If ¿f^s, xi = yi77u» y'(=.Ht> and xi—yit\u, y'GH1,. Defining y* to be x*,

for all k^i, j, we have, by (7), (8), (9), and Lemma 2,

e = f(y)= Uffytiu),
«Gt/

fiyvu) G K'u (all uGU),

f(yvu) = /(*) = e.

Lemma 4. If, for all i<a, x'= II<er,«eu x{u, ac^G-íC then

/« = n /(**.)•
iGr.uGir

This follows from Lemma 3 exactly as Lemma 2 from (8). The

mutual commutativity of the/(x(u) follows easily, by Lemma 1, from

that of the xjj,.

The proof that, for i ¿a, H' is the direct product of the H¡u, that

H¡u-H¡r\Hu, and that /= Higr,,gp/,„ now follows as for finite a,

and the uniqueness of the decomposition as a product of indecom-

posable mappings follows.

Related a-linear mappings. We extend a known result on the

homomorphisms of finite Abelian groups to «-linear mappings (a any

ordinal of class 1 or 2).

Theorem 2. /// and g are a-linear mappings on (H\ i<a) to K,

such that, for every (x), there is a number X(x), such that

g(x) = /(x)M*>,

then, under suitable conditions, there is a number X, such that, for all (x),

g(x) = /(x)\

We may assume, without loss of generality, that (2) is satisfied

by/, so that H{(i<a) is Abelian and our main condition is that W

has a finite exponent m (by (2), the same for each i). Then H* has a

finite or infinite basis (xj; jGJ*).
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Denoting the order of x by [x], m)= [xj], m\ = m, and we can take

\f(x0)]=m; m(x) = [f(x)] divides [x;].

We now show that, if the theorem is true for all «-linear mappings,

it is also true for all (a-f-l)-linear mappings.

Considering those x with x" =aÇzHa, we have an «-linear mapping

on (H\ i<a) to K and, by hypothesis, we have X(a), such that

g(x) = /(x)X(a), whenever x" — a.

Since g satisfies (1) and/ satisfies (1) and (2), it is easy to see that

a    a\(a) a X„      a \j

(XoX,) =   (Xo)     (X,)     ,

where a=XoX° and Xy=X(x"). Then

a

X(o) = X0 (mod m),        X(a) = X,- (mod m¡),

so that

X,- = Xo (mod ntj).

It now follows easily that X=X(x0)=X0 (mod m) satisfies (13).

Since the result is known (or is proved similarly) when « = 1, it is

true by induction for finite «.

When «=w, we use the limiting process and assume that/ and g

satisfy (5) and also that

lim (<z„) = (lim (an)) , an G K.
n n

We define x„ by

x„ = x ,    for   » > i,       and        x„ = x0,    for   n £j i.

Thus lim (xn) =x, and then

g(x) = lim (g(x„)) = lim ((f(x„m = (lim (/(x„)))* = (f(x))\
n n

The general result now follows by transfinite induction.
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